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Whites are a leading UK manufacturer of office furniture with over 80 years’ experience, 
combining traditional craftsmanship with state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities.  

Inspired by the De Stijl art movement and in conjunction with the design team from Wills 
Watson + Associates, Whites are pleased to present their bold new range, Piet.

Piet addresses the needs of professionals in private offices and those in an open plan 
environment. Offering Workwall, Desking and Storage solutions with a unifying design 
signature and bespoke features. The selective use of colour and LED highlighting bring 
Piet workplaces to life by creating a stimulating and design-led environment.



“Nothing is more concrete, 
more real than a line, 
a colour, a surface.”

Theo van Doesburg (1883-1931)
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Power is presented to desk top 
via “gun-ports” illuminated on a 

motion sensitive trigger.

Standard Sliding Door

Workwalls
The Piet double position workwall, 
illustrated here with back painted glass. It 
is also available with fabric pin-board or 
magnetised timber effect laminate.  
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And our unique, 
fully adjustable shelf 

divider solution.

Workwalls
The Piet single position workwall, 
presented on powder coated black leg 
as standard or bespoke to the Client’s 
exact requirements.

Featuring our effortless flush sliding door system
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Desking
Piet task desking is available with powder 
coated or Chrome loop-leg design.  

Power and data can be presented to desk top 
via powered grommet or by socket mounted 
to side panels. Our very own “slinky” cable 
management system completes the look. 

The raised end panel houses downward LED 
lighting to accent colour.



Soft-close drawers are standard 
across the entire Piet range.

It is also possible to pair the Piet 
design with a veneered desk 
top to give a classic twist to a 
contemporary design.



The Piet range has the versatility to flow between open-plan desking, modular offices 
and meeting room areas, providing a continuity of design and an effortless cohesion to 
the entire working environment.

Whether retaining the De Stijl inspired colour scheme, or fully customising to the client’s 
bespoke requirements, the new Piet range from Whites can deliver a stunning result to 
surpass all expectations.



“Art is not made for 
anybody and is, at the 
same time, for everybody.”
Piet Mondrian (1872 - 1944)
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Credenza
The Piet Credenza features a raised back 
panel.  Subtle LED lighting discreetly hidden 
in the top capping provides an optional 
emphasis to the accent colour.



Power can also be integrated 
via sockets to the back panel 
or through the use of powered 
grommets.
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Gullwing
The Piet Gullwing table provides unparalleled 
manoeuvrability and style, coupled with neat 
internal wire management.

A matched colour palette ties meeting 
room and office space together in the Piet 
environment.



Showroom & Sales Office
121-131 Rosebery Avenue
London
EC1R 4RF

T 020 7833 8822
E sales@whitesfurniture.co.uk
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